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Abstract—This paper presents REACT!, an interactive educa-
tional tool for artificial intelligence (AI) planning for robotics.
REACT! enables students to describe robots’ actions and change in
dynamic domains without first having to know about the syntactic
and semantic details of the underlying formalism, and to solve
planning problems using state-of-the-art reasoners without having
to know about their input/output language or usage. In partic-
ular, REACT! can be used to represent sophisticated dynamic
domains that feature concurrency, indirect effects of actions, and
state/transition constraints. REACT! also allows the embedding
of externally defined calculations (e.g., checking for collision-free
continuous trajectories) into domain representations of hybrid
domains that require a tight integration of (discrete) high-level
reasoning with (continuous) geometric reasoning. REACT! also
allows students to solve planning problems that involve complex
temporal goals. This broad applicability, and the intelligent
interactive user interface, mean that students can work on inter-
esting and challenging domains, ranging from service robotics
to cognitive factories, leading to hands-on robotic applications.
The efficacy of REACT! was evaluated from three different points
of view: 1) the course outcomes that demonstrate its utility in
achieving the learning objectives of a research-oriented cognitive
robotics course; 2) the user friendliness and usefulness of REACT!
for students, as evaluated by quantitative student surveys; and
3) instructors’ experience of teaching the course either with or
without REACT!.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence (AI) planning, automated
reasoning, hybrid planning, knowledge representation, robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

R OBOTICS technology is encountering substantial new
challenges as it transitions from performing repetitive

tasks in highly structured industrial settings to performing
loosely defined tasks in unstructured human environments. For
instance, if robotic assistants are to be deployed in society,
these systems must deal robustly with the high complexity and
wide variability of their surroundings, to be able to perform
typical everyday tasks without sacrificing safety. Moreover,
whenever more than one robotic agent is available in a domain,
these robots are expected to collaborate intelligently to share
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common tasks/resources. The complexity of the tasks and the
variability of environments place high demands on the robots’
intelligence and autonomy. Consequently, it is imperative
that robotic systems be provided with high-level cognitive
capabilities.
Artificial intelligence (AI) planning and reasoning about

actions and change are topics that have been studied for
decades in the field of computer science. Although this has
resulted in various action description languages, computational
methods, and automated reasoners, the use of these outcomes
in robotic systems has only recently gained momentum because
of increasing demands from challenging new domains, such as
service robotics applications. These logic-based formalisms,
the underlying theoretical AI concepts, and state-of-the-art
automated reasoners are unfamiliar to many robotics re-
searchers, despite their training in diverse engineering aspects
of robotics. Robotics education curricula are being modified
to include new courses that promote their use. In particular,
cognitive robotics courses, concerned with endowing robotic
or software agents with higher-level cognitive functions that
involve reasoning—for example, about goals, perception, ac-
tions, the mental states of other agents, and collaborative task
execution—are being developed and integrated into robotics
education.
Themultidisciplinary field of robotics is diverse, and the tech-

nical background of robotics researchers is highly heteroge-
neous. Cognitive robotics education targets students from dif-
ferent disciplines (e.g., mechanical, electrical, mechatronics en-
gineering, computer science, mathematics) who rarely have an
interdisciplinary background. Teaching such diverse students
AI planning, reasoning about actions and change in a dynamic
environment, and the background knowledge related to low-
level control of robots becomes quite challenging and time-con-
suming in a hands-on cognitive robotics course.
Cognitive robotics education should be designed effectively,

to not only provide background on relevant AI and robotics
topics, methods, software systems, but also to emphasize the
integration of high-level representation and reasoning with the
lower-level control and perception aspects of robotics. This
equips students to work on challenging dynamic domains,
develop planning and execution monitoring algorithms for au-
tonomous robots, and demonstrate their algorithms on physical
systems. Consequently, computational tools that help students
to understand and use AI planning concepts without necessarily
going into representation and implementation details are in
high demand.
With this motivation, this paper introduces REACT!, an in-

teractive educational tool for AI planning for robotics. With
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REACT!, students can systematically model robots’ actions and
change in a dynamic domain, via an interactive user interface.
The students do not have to know in advance the syntactic and
semantic details of the underlying formalisms, and can there-
fore focus on modeling dynamic domains. These domains may
be quite sophisticated, allowing concurrency, indirect effects of
actions, and state/transition constraints. REACT! provides for-
malizations of some action domains, such as multi-agent path
planning and robotic manipulation as examples.
Once the students model a robotic action domain, they

can solve planning problems using one of the state-of-the-art
automated reasoners through REACT!, without having to know
about their input/output language or usage. These planning
problems may involve complex temporal goals. Furthermore,
for the sample domains provided by REACT!, students can
instruct REACT! to compute dynamic simulations of the plans
computed by automated reasoners.
It is important to emphasize here that REACT! can be used

to address hybrid planning problems, in which continuous
geometric reasoning (e.g., path planning and collision checks)
needs to be interleaved with discrete task planning. Indeed,
many challenging real-life domains, where robots have to
navigate around and manipulate objects, necessitate both
task planning (since the order in which actions are executed
is crucial) and geometric reasoning (since the feasibility of
planned actions must be ensured for execution). Furthermore,
in many cases, a tight integration between the task planning
and geometric reasoning becomes essential. Recently, the im-
portance of hybrid planning has been noted in various special
sessions and workshops organized at major conferences (e.g.,
AAAI 2010, ICAPS 2012, AAAI 2013, RSS 2013, ICRA 2013,
ICLP 2013, IROS 2013), and supporting software/hardware
infrastructure [1] has been developed to promote such a tight
integration.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the re-

lated work on robotics and AI education and their integration,
while Section III overviews fundamental concepts and methods
for reasoning about actions and change, needed for AI planning
and hybrid planning. The features and underlying mechanism
of REACT! are explained in Section IV, emphasizing the useful-
ness of its interactive user interface in contrast to conventional
approaches. Section V demonstrates the use of REACT! in detail
for teaching AI planning and hybrid planning on a sample do-
main. In Section VI, the efficacy of REACT! is discussed from
the perspectives of course objectives/outcomes and the expe-
riences of students and instructors. Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

The literature on robotics and AI education is extensive. One
line of work focuses on the use of robots to facilitate teaching
general AI concepts [2]–[7], as well as more specific AI topics,
such as neural networks [8] and fuzzy logic [9]. Another line
of work focuses on teaching robotics concepts such as servo
control [10], mobile robotics [11], [12], hardware [13], naviga-
tion [14], and localization [15], [16]; related work targets the
teaching of emerging robotic applications, such as distributed
robotics [17] and field robotics [18]. However, to the best of the

authors’ knowledge, there exists no related work that empha-
sizes the use of AI concepts and state-of-the-art technologies
for cognitive robotics education.
Meanwhile, as pointed out in Section I, there is an emphasis

on the integration of AI and robotics. For instance, [19]–[24]
take advantage of a forward-search task planner to incremen-
tally build a task plan, while using a motion planner to check
its kinematic/geometric feasibility at each step; all these ap-
proaches use different methods to apply the information from
the task-level to guide and narrow the search in the configura-
tion space. In this way, the task planner helps focus the search
process during motion planning. Each of these approaches
presents a specialized combination of task and motion planning
at the search level and does not consider a general interface
between task and motion planning. In contrast, [25]–[28]
integrate task and motion planning by considering a general
interface between them, using “external predicates/functions,”
which are predicates/functions that are computed by an external
mechanism, such as a C++ program. The idea is to use external
predicates/functions in the representation of actions, e.g., for
checking the feasibility of a primitive action by a motion
planner. Thus, instead of guiding the task planner at the search
level by manipulating its search algorithm directly, the motion
planner guides the task planner at the representation level by
means of external predicates/functions.
Based on the research studies that focus on the integration of

AI and robotics, this paper:
1) presents an interactive educational tool for AI planning,
where integration of high-level (discrete) reasoning with
(continuous) geometric reasoning is emphasized at the
representation level, and hybrid planning problems can
be solved using the state-of-the-art automated reasoners
for hands-on applications of cognitive robotics;

2) describes how this tool can be used for teaching funda-
mental concepts of high-level reasoning about actions
and change.

III. REASONING ABOUT ACTIONS AND CHANGE

For an agent to act intelligently in a dynamic domain, one of
the essential higher-level cognitive functions for that agent is
reasoning about its actions and about the change that is directly
or indirectly caused by these actions. For instance, AI planning
is one such reasoning task; a robotic agent should be able to
autonomously find a sequence of actions to execute in order to
reach a given goal from its initial state. To perform reasoning
tasks, an agent should know which actions it can execute, as
well as how these actions change the world. For that, one can
describe the actions of the agent in a logic-based formalism so
that the agent can autonomously perform reasoning tasks (e.g.,
find plans) by using an automated reasoner based on a logic-
based inference.
On the other hand, representing an agent’s actions in a logic-

based formalism requires some background in logic as well as
in the specific representation language. Consider, for instance,
a mobile robot that can go from one location to another and
can pick and place some boxes in these locations. States of the
world can be described bymeans of three fluents (i.e., predicates
whose truth value may change over time): one describing the
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Fig. 1. Describing the action of a robot going to a location (a) in PDDL and (b) in .

location of the robot, one describing the locations of objects, and
another describing whether the robot is holding an object or not.
Then, the action of a robot going to a location can be described
by representing the preconditions (i.e., the robot is not at ) and
the direct effects (i.e., the robot is at ). The indirect effects of
actions and the state/transition constraints can be described as
follows.

Ramifications: If the robot is holding a box , and the robot
goes to some location , then as an indirect effect of this
action, the location of the box becomes as well.
State constraints: No robot (box) can be at two different
locations, and two boxes cannot be at the same location at
any state of the world.

Furthermore, the commonsense law of inertia is needed: If an
action does not change the location of the robot (and the box),
then the robot’s (and the box’s) location remains to be the same.
Fig. 1 shows parts of the robot’s domain, in particular the rep-

resentation of the action of going to a location, in PDDL [29] and
in [30]. Note that since these formalisms have different sorts
of assumptions and restrictions, the fluents and the actions, as
well as the descriptions of the action of moving to a location,
look different. For instance, since an action is described as an
operator in PDDL based on add/delete lists, to describe the ac-
tion of going to a location, it is necessary to know where the
robot is. The idea is to delete “the robot is at ” and then add
“the robot is at .” Also, the ramifications are represented as
“conditional direct effects” of the action. In , however, ac-
tions are described by “causal laws” whose semantics are based
on transition diagrams, and the commonsense law of inertia is
represented explicitly (PDDL assumes it); then the preconditions
and direct/indirect effects of the action of going to a location can
be described as in Fig. 1.
Once the domain is represented and the reasoning problem is

specified formally in such an action description language, one
of the available automated reasoners can be used to solve the
problem. For instance, with the PDDL description above, one of
the classical planners, such as FF [31], can be used; whereas,
with the description, a SAT (propositional satisfiability)
solver (e.g., CHAFF [32], MINISAT [33], MANYSAT [34]), or
an ASP (answer set programming) solver (e.g., CLASP [35])
can be used, after sound transformations from to SAT
or ASP [30], [36], [37]. Therefore, the user needs to know
the specific usage and/or command lines of these automated
reasoners.

It can be seen that, when teaching AI planning (and reasoning
about actions and change) in a robotics class for students from
various departments and with different backgrounds, it is chal-
lenging and time-consuming to teach how dynamic domains can
be represented in such a logic-based formalism and how auto-
mated reasoners can be used to solve planning problems (and
other reasoning problems).
In a hands-on robotics course, students should start using AI

planners or reasoners to solve various planning problems in dy-
namic domains with robotic agents, and acquire a better under-
standing of the concepts of reasoning about actions and change,
so that they can build/use robots that autonomously perform
some tasks. With this motivation, REACT! was built to guide
students:
• to represent dynamic domains generically (so they do not
have to know a particular action description and planning
language);

• to embed continuous geometric and temporal reasoning in
discrete task planning in a modular fashion (so they do not
have to modify the source codes of the relevant planners or
implement new hybrid planning algorithms);

• to solve planning problems using various planners/rea-
soners (so they do not have to know any of the specifics
of these systems).

IV. REACT!

REACT! is an educational tool that helps users to model a dy-
namic domain in a logic-based formalism and solve a hybrid
planning problem in this domain using a planning system or a
reasoner. Its interactive user interface guides users to system-
atically represent the domain. For instance, students have to
declare fluents and actions before describing the domain. For
each robotic action in the domain, they have to describe pre-
conditions and effects. After modeling the domain, they have
to verify its consistency before they describe and solve a plan-
ning problem. If the domain is consistent, REACT! guides the
students to describe a planning problem completely, by speci-
fying the initial state, goals, and the length of the plan, before a
plan is computed.
While REACT! is guiding the students to model a dynamic do-

main and solve a planning problem, it provides explanations for
and examples of the planning concepts described in Section III.
For instance, if the student is not sure what is meant by pre-
conditions or how they are specified, REACT! provides a short
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Fig. 2. Describing the action of a robot going to a location, using REACT!.

explanation with examples via its interactive interface. In this
way, REACT! helps students understand the fundamental plan-
ning concepts. The systematic modeling and guidance provided
by REACT! also reduces modeling mistakes.
Once the students model a robotic domain and describe a

planning problem, REACT! transforms this input into logical
formulas in the action description language [30]. For in-
stance, the preconditions and direct effects of the robotic ac-
tion of going to a location are described in REACT! as shown in
Fig. 2; these expressions are then transformed into formulas in
Fig. 1(b). Note that the students do not need to know about the
underlying formalism while modeling the robotic domain.
REACT! utilizes two types of state-of-the-art automated rea-

soners for high-level reasoning: SAT solvers (e.g., CHAFF [32],
MINISAT [33], MANYSAT [34]) and ASP solvers (e.g.,
CLASP [35]). These solvers have been used in various real-world
applications, such as software and hardware verification [38],
planning [39], biomedical informatics [40], space shuttle con-
trol [41], and workforce management [42].
If the students choose a SAT solver to solve the specified plan-

ning problem, REACT! uses CCALC [43] to transform the ac-
tion domain description (in ) and the planning problem into
the input language of the SAT solver. If the students choose
an ASP solver, REACT! uses the program CPLUS2ASP [44] to
transform the action domain description (in ) and the plan-
ning problem into the input language of CLASP to find a plan.
Once the chosen automated reasoner finds a solution, REACT!
displays the plan to the students in a readable format, via its
interface. Note that REACT! provides students the flexibility of
utilizing various solvers for AI planning.

A. Hybrid Planning With REACT!

REACT! allows integration of continuous geometric con-
straints (e.g., by calling a motion planner to check whether
going to some location by means of a continuous trajectory
is feasible without colliding with any static object) as well
as temporal constraints (e.g., by defining durative actions
and imposing deadlines for completion of tasks) into discrete
high-level representation of a domain description, so that

the discrete plan computed by REACT! is feasible. Such an
integration is possible by means of external predicates, which
are not part of the action domain description (i.e., different
from fluents and actions) and which are defined externally
in some programming language (e.g., C++, Prolog). Once
the students implement these external computations in their
preferred programming language, they specify the name of
the external predicate and the location of the relevant file via
REACT!’s user interface. Once REACT! successfully compiles
this file, the students can use the external predicate to embed
feasibility checks into preconditions of actions.
Integrating geometric reasoning (in preconditions of actions)

and temporal reasoning (in planning problems) is possible
thanks to the expressive input languages of CCALC, which
transforms the domain description into the input language of
SAT solvers, and the ASP solver CLASP. REACT! transforms the
students’ specifications into relevant logic-based formalisms
so that these solvers can be used to compute hybrid plans.
Note that the students do not have to know the specifics of
embedding external computations into input languages of these
solvers. In that sense, REACT! simplifies integration for hybrid
planning problems.
As discussed in previous sections, for many challenging

robotic applications, geometic/temporal reasoning must be
embedded in AI planning. An interesting example of hybrid
planning with temporal constraints is given for the house-
keeping domain in [45]. In this domain, not only is an external
predicate used to check geometric feasibility of
action of going to some location, but also a second external
predicate is used to estimate the time it will
take for the robot to traverse the path. Then, while describing
the planning problem, temporal constraints (for instance the
constraint that the total time required to complete the plan
should be less than a predefined value) can be added to the
specification of a planning problem.
Hybrid planning with geometric and temporal constraints

has been applied in various domains (e.g., cognitive facto-
ries [46], [47], service robotics [45], [48], assembly/manipu-
lation planning [27], [49], the Tower of Hanoi challenge [50],
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multirobot pathfinding [51]) in the spirit of cognitive
robotics [52]. REACT! allows formulations of these domains to
be made.

B. Simulation/Robot Interface of REACT! on Sample Domains

To facilitate the use of REACT! for robotic applications and to
help students to gain experience on fundamental concepts in AI
planning and in reasoning about actions and change, REACT!
provides a set of sample domains, including Robotic Manipula-
tion, and Multi-Agent Path Planning problems. In each sample
domain, REACT! provides explanations at each tab (e.g., about
the concepts of a fluent, an action, preconditions/effects of
an action, ramifications, static/transition constraints, planning
problem) so that the user can have a better understanding of
systematically representing a dynamic domain.
Once a plan is computed by an automated reasoner, REACT!

provides a dynamic simulation for an execution of the plan,
using OPENRAVE [53]. For the Tower of Hanoi example,
REACT! also provides a wrapper to execute the plans on a
physical KuKa youBot manipulator through Robot Operating
System (ROS). A movie of the physical implementation can
be viewed at: http:\\cogrobo.sabanciuniv.edu\?p=690 (last ac-
cessed in April 2014). Associating these sample domains with
dynamic simulations helps students visualize the execution
of computed plans with real robots, motivating them toward
hands-on robotics applications.

V. USING REACT! IN COGNITIVE ROBOTICS EDUCATION

The objective of the Cognitive Robotics course offered at Sa-
bancı University, Istanbul, Turkey, is to teach students relevant
AI and robotic concepts and state-of-the-art technologies so that
they can start working on challenging robotic applications with
real robots (e.g., LEGO NXTs/EV3s, KuKa youBots), where
integration of high-level (discrete) reasoning with (continuous)
geometric reasoning and low-level controls is required. The
course is project-based and research-oriented, and the course
projects focus on open-ended research problems. An intended
outcome is that successful completion of course projects should
lead to peer-reviewed publications.
The students enrolled in the course range from junior-level

undergraduates to M.S./Ph.D.-level graduate students, with
various majors, including mechatronics, mathematics, com-
puter science, and biology. Therefore, the backgrounds of
these students are quite diverse. Some have no background in
foundational AI concepts (e.g., AI planning or logic); some
have no background in foundational robotics concepts (e.g.,
kinematics, dynamics, controls); most have no background in
automated reasoning, motion planning, or in representing and
reasoning about actions and change. Some have no experience
with any robotic device, and most have no experience with
state-of-the-art technologies/tools (e.g., SAT/ASP solvers, AI
planners, motion planners).
With the goal of teaching such a varied group of students

hands-on cognitive robotic applications that require integration
of high-level reasoning and (continuous) geometric reasoning,
REACT! aids students (and instructors) in learning (and
teaching) the relevant foundational concepts of representing
dynamic domains and solving hybrid planning problems using

the state-of-the-art automated reasoners. It is important to note
here that REACT! is just one of the tools used in the course,
only used to teach hybrid planning; other tools used to teach
relevant concepts included OPENRAVE for kinematics [53],
MATLAB/Simulink for controls [54], and Point Cloud Library
for perception [55].
REACT! is used as follows in the cognitive robotics course to

teach AI planning and hybrid planning. First, the main concepts
are explained informally by means of a simple example, where
a robot goes from one location to another in a grid-maze, in the
following order.
1) Declaring the symbols to describe actions:

a) objects and their sorts (e.g., labels of locations);
b) fluents (e.g., position of the robot);
c) commonsense law of inertia (e.g., the robot’s position
does not change unless some action changes it);

d) actions (e.g., the robot’s moving to a location).
2) Describing the actions and change in the domain:

a) preconditions of actions (e.g., moving to a location is
possible if the robot is not there already, and if the
location is reachable);

b) externally defined predicates (e.g., locations occupied
by obstacles, and pairs of locations reachable from
each other defined in Prolog as simple facts);

c) direct effects of actions (e.g., when a robot moves to
a location, its position becomes that location);

d) indirect effects of actions (e.g., if the robot is at some
location, it is not at any other location);

e) constraints on the concurrency of actions (e.g., the
robot cannot move to two different locations at the
same time);

f) constraints on states of the world (e.g., the position
of the robot cannot be a location occupied by an
obstacle);

g) constraints on transitions (e.g., moving in the right
direction from a specific location is forbidden).

After discussing each of these concepts within the example,
that concept is declared/described using REACT! in a hands-on
fashion, together with the students. Once the domain of the
simple maze problem is described step by step, a planning
problem is described, a solver is chosen, and REACT! is asked
to find a plan using that solver. Later on in class, students
formalize some other action domains, like the Tower of Hanoi
or the Blocks World, using REACT!. They also use REACT!
in their course projects, which involve formalization of a
dynamic domain and hybrid planning in that domain; these
course projects may lead to publications (e.g., papers on cog-
nitive factories [46], [47], service robotics [28], [45], [48],
assembly/manipulation planning [27], [49], and the Tower of
Hanoi challenge [50]).

VI. EVALUATION

This section describes how the efficacy of REACT! was eval-
uated from three different aspects: 1) from the point of view
of course outcomes to demonstrate its utility to help achieve
the learning objectives of a research-oriented cognitive robotics
course; 2) from the point of view of students, concerning the
usability and usefulness of REACT!, via student surveys; and
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TABLE I
STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF MEASURABLE OUTCOMES FROM THE COGNITIVE ROBOTICS COURSE WITH AND WITHOUT REACT!

3) from the point of view of instructors who have taught the
course with and without using REACT!.

A. Evidence for Achievement of Learning Objectives

The Cognitive Robotics course is an interdisciplinary grad-
uate course, designed to be project-based and research-oriented.
Along these lines, the performance of the students taking the
course was evaluated based on their progress on research-ori-
ented course projects. These projects address open-ended re-
search problems. These are decided at the very beginning of the
semester; ideas are discussed with the students, and each stu-
dent is assigned to a project based on their interests. Throughout
the term, student performance is continually evaluated over two
progress reports and a final project report. The course does not
include exams of any kind. Thus, the evidence of achievement
of learning objectives by using REACT! can be provided as a
summary of student performance in terms of the evaluation met-
rics of project progress reports, and final project reports.
It is important to note here that each project involves a

sequence of critical tasks on a predetermined schedule for a
successful completion of the project. Progress on each critical
task is reported within this schedule. For instance, a project
about a robot tidying a house may involve the following critical
tasks: 1) modeling the housekeeping domain; 2) embedding
relevant feasibility checks into the domain description for hy-
brid planning; and 3) evaluations and demonstrations. Thus, the
project cannot be completed successfully without formalizing
the domain or solving the hybrid planning problem. Results
of studies on the first two tasks are summarized in progress
reports, whereas the overall project is summarized in a final
report. In that sense, students’ ability to submit their reports on
time is also an indication of their ability to complete their tasks,
and thus their overall performance.
Table I presents a summary of student performance in terms

of measurable outcomes from the Cognitive Robotics course,
with and without using REACT!. When REACT! was not used,
none of the nine students completed their progress reports or
their final project reports on time. Only four of these students
were able to complete the integration of AI planning with kine-
matics and geometric reasoning; these four students did com-
plete their course projects, after significantly extended dead-
lines. Also, three of them were able to publish the results of
their projects at international conferences. The average course
grade was B+. After REACT! was introduced to the course, eight
of the nine students submitted their progress reports and their
final project reports on time; the average course grade was A.
Eight of the students completed the integration of AI planning

with kinematics and geometric reasoning, and these eight stu-
dents published their results at international conferences. Con-
sidering that these students were mechatronics engineering or
computer science seniors or first-year graduate students, and
that the projects were highly interdisciplinary, these peer-re-
viewed publications [25], [27], [28], [45]–[51], [56], [57] serve
as a strong quantitative metric indicating a successful learning
outcome of such an integrated cognitive robotics course.
Furthermore, when REACT! was not used, more time was re-

quired to cover the basic concepts of AI planning, motion plan-
ning, kinematics, dynamics, controls, and their integration, with
the result that some topics including perception, localization,
and mapping were not covered in the course. With REACT!,
since less time is needed to learn AI planning and its integra-
tion with kinematics and geometric reasoning, these topics were
covered and integrated into student projects, as can be observed
from the latest student publications. In that sense, REACT! en-
abled a broader range of learning objectives to be achieved.

B. Student Evaluations of REACT!

Student evaluations were conducted from 2009 to 2014,
with the 17 graduate students and 11 undergraduate students
of Sabancı University who had used REACT!. Fourteen of
these students had a mechatronics (ME) major, and 14 had a
computer science (CS) major. One of the ME students had
a prior CS background, and, of the CS students, one had a
biology background, and two a math background. They also
differed in their levels of knowledge of AI planning: Twelve
ME graduate students and two CS undergraduate students had
no experience on AI planning, whereas two ME undergraduate
students and five graduate and seven undergraduate CS students
were familiar with AI planning.
The authors administered the surveys after teaching the

students the main concepts of AI planning as described in
Section V, going over the simple maze example. Only half
of the students had formal training in AI planning (from their
undergraduate AI course). All students had some familiarity
with logic (i.e., an understanding of the main connectives, like
“and” and “or”) from their high school courses.
Since the statistical analysis of student responses revealed

that the factors of major, background, and level were not statisti-
cally significant at the 0.05 level for any of the survey questions,
all responses are aggregated for reporting. The Cronbach’s
values [58] have been calculated for each individual question
and for the whole survey to test its the reliability. All values
are found to be above 0.70, indicating a high reliability of the
survey.
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TABLE II
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND SUMMARY STATISTICS

The survey is divided into four main sections and includes
nine questions. Questions Q1 and Q2 are aimed at evaluating
the background required by the students, questions Q3–Q5
were to determine the usefulness of REACT!, questions Q6
and Q7 were to assess the useability and to help in deciding
on future development of REACT!, while questions Q8 and

Q9 were to determine the target population. For questions Q1
and Q2, the participants were allowed to choose all responses
that apply, while for questions Q3–Q9 a five-point Likert-type
scale, ranging from “1” indicating not at all to “5” indicating
very strongly, was used to measure the participants’ agreement
level with the statement. All the questions, together with their
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summary statistics, are presented in Table II. The main results
can be summarized.
— Responses to Q1 indicate that a familiarity with logic
and some formal training in propositional logic are essen-
tial. Moreover, students with no AI planning experience
state that background knowledge on AI planning is not
necessary, while students with no AI planning experi-
ence find background knowledge on AI planning useful.
However, former training in knowledge representation
and reasoning, familiarity with planners/reasoners or with
specific programming languages used for implementation
of these reasoners, or experience in programming lan-
guages and operating systems are not necessary to be able
to use REACT!.

— Answers to Q2 indicate that previous experience on imple-
mentation of generic wrappers was helpful, while devel-
oping algorithms, modifying solvers, using existing mo-
tion planners, and learning new programming languages
were not necessary for students to integrate discrete high-
level reasoning with continuous geometric reasoning using
REACT!.

— Consequently, responses to Q1 and Q2 indicate that
REACT! is effective in decreasing the amount of back-
ground preparation required for students to be able to
represent and solve planning problems in complex do-
mains, and that it significantly simplifies the integration
process for hybrid planning problems that involve discrete
actions in continuous domains.

— Answers to Q3 provide strong evidence that REACT! is
effective in helping students learn fundamental concepts
in AI planning. In particular, the mean, averaged over
all concepts, indicates that students strongly agree that
REACT! helped them understand concepts in general,
while the mean scores for individual concepts show that
REACT! was also effective for teaching each of these
concepts.

— For Q4, the mean scores of individual features indicate
that students acknowledge and strongly appreciate that
REACT! helps them to model the domain in a more sys-
tematic manner; provides them with the flexibility of using
various planners/solvers and integrating external calcula-
tions; does not require former experience/training in for-
malisms, solvers, or operating systems; and provides an
intelligent user interface.

— The mean averaged over all aspects listed in Q5 provides
evidence that REACT! strongly helped students to become
more efficient while formulating domains and decreased
the number of mistakes in domain descriptions. Students
also agree that REACT! was helpful in solving multiple
planning problems, comparing different solvers/planners
and integrating external calculations.

— Consequently, responses to Q3–Q5 indicate REACT!’s
value as a tool in helping students to grasp AI planning
concepts, to solve planning problems, and to solve hybrid
planning problems using various solvers. These results
are in accordance with the teaching objectives of the
Cognitive Robotics course as discussed in Section V.

— In Q6, students strongly agree that REACT! is easy to learn
and to use and is user friendly. They are also satisfied with
the ease of installation and user guidance.

— From answers to Q7, one can infer that while the students
find various extensions (e.g., animations, simulations, ex-
amples, libraries) of REACT! to be useful, they strongly
suggest improving REACT!’s documentation.

— Responses to Q8 and Q9 indicate that students find
REACT! to be most useful for robotics researchers and for
use in industry in general, and for ME and CS juniors,
seniors and graduates at their university.

C. Instructor Experience

The interdisciplinary cognitive robotics courses were taught
by the last two authors—one of whom is from the CS program,
and the other from the ME program—over the past 4 years.
Their experiences of teaching the course with and without
REACT! strongly indicate that REACT! is also helpful to the
instructors. In previous years, almost a month had been needed
to cover the required background on logic, the syntax and the
(informal) semantics specific action description language, and
the main concepts related to AI planning, before the students
could start working on a simple problem. Even after teaching
these concepts, they had observed that, due to the specific
syntax of the language or the specific usage of the planner/rea-
soner, it took a long time for students to represent an action
domain (like the Tower of Hanoi or the Blocks World) correctly
and systematically and solve a planning problem in this domain
using a planner/reasoner.
With REACT!, going over the main concepts of AI planning

by means of a simple maze problem takes about an hour, and
the students can systematically describe a domain following
the tabs and guidance of REACT! in a few hours. Reducing the
time spent for teaching background knowledge from weeks to
hours is important in motivating the students to work on various
robotics applications.
Moreover, due to the interactive user interface of REACT!, the

students learn how to describe an action domain systematically:
first to specify fluents and actions and the objects in the domain,
then, for each action, describe its preconditions and effect, and
so on. These formulas are displayed in as the student enters
the description of actions, constraints, etc., as seen in Fig. 2.
This feature of REACT! makes it easier to teach the students the
specific action description language as well as the reasoner.
As pointed out in Section V, one of the main objectives of the

Cognitive Robotics course was for students to work on hands-on
cognitive robotic applications that require integration of high-
level reasoning and continuous geometric reasoning. REACT!
was instrumental in achieving this objective by allowing stu-
dents to solve hybrid planning problems using state-of-the-art
automated reasoners, and speeding up the project development
process, leading to student publications.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

REACT! has been introduced as an interactive tool for cog-
nitive robotic education, targeting hybrid planning in robotics
domains. As well as helping to meet the objectives of cogni-
tive robotics education, REACT! enables students to describe
action domains systematically and to solve complex planning
problems relevant to robotics applications that require integra-
tion of AI planning with feasibility checks.
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The evaluation of the Cognitive Robotics course outcomes
with and without using REACT! demonstrates a significant
improvement of student progress on research-oriented course
projects when REACT! is used. Use of REACT! not only helps
achieve the learning objectives by enabling more students to
complete the integration of AI planning with feasibility checks,
but also significantly increases the number of course projects
leading to publications.
Both the instructor and student evaluations indicate that

REACT! is an effective tool in helping to teach the main
concepts of AI planning and hybrid planning. In particular, it
was observed that the systematic modeling of domains via its
interactive interface helps students have a better understanding
of the fundamental concepts of AI planning while reducing
modeling mistakes. It was also observed that REACT! simpli-
fies the integration of external calculations for hybrid planning
problems and provides the flexibility of being able to use var-
ious solvers. The students also find the animation/simulation
features and the provided examples/libraries useful.
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